
BUSINESS PLAN COMMUNITY GROUP NAMES

This collection of great business name ideas was created by our community of of your brand -- aligning your brand with
your audience and your strategic plan. For example, The Vanguard Group and L'OrÃ©al are both classic brands, the.

Puppet Masters â€” Similar to the above. In this way, they drive interest and even excitement. Market Gurus
â€” They can foresee marketing trends before they happen. For any company, it is important to have a good
name, for people are lazy to hit a click if they don't find it attractive. Software Out There â€” For a sales team
that sells software. Lord Of War â€” In reference to the film of the same name. Creepy Callers â€” They
always end up dealing with the most awkward client callers. More seriously, it can cause legal trouble if the
name copies an existing LLC or registered trademark. No Loose Ends â€” This team is sure to cut out all loose
ends. Or when every company name ended with -ly? Make it memorable. The Eliminators â€” Got a problem?
Impacteers â€” Their actions have had the best impact on the company. Sketch out a business card or website
homepage with your company name at the top. The Water Cooler Gang â€” They spend way more time in
front of the water cooler gossiping than doing real work. Aggressive Achievers â€” The most ambitious sales
team to have ever walked the Earth. Then follow the brainstorming advice below them. Quota Crushers â€”
The quota means nothing to this team. Miracle Makers â€” Another one similar to the above. Professional
Pirates â€” If only being a pirate was a real career choice. Otherwise, you risk confusing customers and losing
out on their business when they cannot find out more online after hearing about your brand. Paper Pushers â€”
For a sales team, they sure do deal with a lot of paperwork. Go through these simple tips to help you find a
legitimate name for your event planning company. Pill Pushers â€” For those working in selling
pharmaceuticals. Soaring â€” Gliding above us all. Accountaholics â€” They simply love accounting. Need
Help With A Name? Sales Experts â€” These guys could write books on how to sell. Even if you use a
crowdsourcing site, you will need ideas to work with as part of your brand description and vision. Water
Coolers â€” Spending a little too much time socializing. Wired Technokrats â€” A technical team where
everyone plays the role their best at. Policy Profiteers â€” This sales team knows how to make a profit from
any company policy, end the most rigorous ones. Just Nerds â€” And proud! Team Assâ€”kissers â€” The
boss must love this team. Future Billionaires â€” If they keep making this much commission one day they may
be even trillionaires.


